Altered regulation of energy homeostasis in older rats in response to thyroid hormone administration
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ABSTRACT Hyperthyroidism causes increased energy intake and expenditure, although anorexia and higher weight loss have been reported in elderly individuals with hyperthyroidism. To determine the effect of age on energy homeostasis in response to experimental hyperthyroidism, we administered 200 μg triiodothyronine (T3) in 7- and 27-mo-old rats for 14 d. T3 increased energy expenditure (EE) in both the young and the old rats, although the old rats lost more weight (147 g) than the young rats (58 g) because of the discordant effect of T3 on food intake, with a 40% increase in the young rats, but a 40% decrease in the old ones. The increased food intake in the young rats corresponded with a T3-mediated increase in the appetite-regulating proteins agouti-related peptide, neuropeptide Y, and uncoupling protein 2 in the hypothalamus, but no increase occurred in the old rats. Evidence of mitochondrial biogenesis in response to T3 was similar in the soleus muscle and heart of the young and old animals, but less consistent in old plantaris muscle and liver. Despite the comparable increase in EE, T3’s effect on mitochondrial function was modulated by age in a tissue-specific manner. We conclude that older rats lack compensatory mechanisms to increase caloric intake in response to a T3-induced increase in EE, demonstrating a detrimental effect of age on energy homeostasis.—Walrand, S., Short, K. R., Heemstra, L. A., Novak, C. M., Levine, J. A., Coenen-Schimke, J. M., Nair, K. S. Altered regulation of energy homeostasis in older rats in response to thyroid hormone administration. FASEB J. 28, 1499–1510 (2014). www.fasebj.org
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Thyroid hormones play a pivotal role in the regulation of energy homeostasis, including thermogenesis and basal metabolic rate. Administration of triiodothyronine (T3), the most active form of thyroid hormone, to young animals increases metabolic rate, body temperature, and heart rate. Hyperthyroidism also increases spontaneous activity and nonexercise activity thermogenesis (1). Despite a reduction in adipose tissue and skeletal muscle mass, an increase in food intake has been reported in young rats after administration of T3 (2, 3). T3 may stimulate feeding through specific action on the hypothalamus (4). The increase in appetite may help compensate for the negative energy balance that typically accompanies hyperthyroidism. It remains to be determined whether age has any effect on T3’s effect on energy metabolism and food intake.

Changes in circulating thyroid hormones may take place during aging. Hyperthyroidism can occur at any age, but in older people there may be fewer hyperadrenergic signs and an increased incidence of weight loss (5). Whether aging modifies the effect of hyperthyroidism on the regulation of appetite, energy balance, and tissue metabolism is unresolved. Addressing this question could help explain the clinically observed excess weight loss that occurs in the elderly with hyperthyroidism.

Mitochondria play a central role in energy metabolism and are an important target of thyroid hormones (2). Extensive mitochondrial changes occur in response to either excess endogenous or exogenous thyroid hormone (6). Tissues isolated from hyperthyroid rats display increased oxygen consumption, substrate oxidation, and activities of oxidative enzymes (6). When young, healthy male rats were made hyperthyroid by administration of T3 for 14 d (2), we observed an increased capacity for oxidative fuel metabolism, as shown by changes in mitochondrial enzymes and the ATP production rate in red slow-twitch skeletal muscle, heart, and liver. The expression of uncoupling protein 2 (UCP2) and UCP3 was also enhanced at the transcript and protein levels in skeletal muscle of hyperthyroid animals (2). Thus, thyroid hormone stimulates energy consumption by driving coupled oxidative phosphorylation, leading to ATP production, and un-
coupled respiration, leading to heat loss and energy wasting (6). In addition, the rates of skeletal muscle contraction and relaxation are stimulated by thyroid hormone, as are the energy consumption and heat production associated with activity. Quantitative and qualitative changes in substrate metabolism accommodate the increase in ATP turnover. Because of the total mass of skeletal muscle, these changes affect whole-body physiology. In the hypothalamic arcuate nucleus of the brain, thyroid hormone promotes UCP2-dependent mitochondrial uncoupling, leading to increased food intake (7), which may help offset the rapid weight loss that would otherwise occur.

We used an experimental rodent model to address the hypothesis that aging alters the effect of experimental hyperthyroidism on energy expenditure (EE), physical activity, and food intake, and that these differences could be explained in part by differential responses in hypothalamic proteins controlling appetite and tissue mitochondrial functions affecting the potential for energy utilization. Exogenous T3 was delivered by subcutaneous diffusion pump in both young and old rats, and the outcomes were compared to age-matched control rats receiving only the saline vehicle. Because old rats treated with T3 consistently ate less food than old controls ate, an additional group of old rats were pair fed (PF) with the T3 group, to determine the effects attributable to T3 treatment beyond those associated with reduced energy intake.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Animals

Young (7 mo) and old (27 mo) male Fischer 344 (F344)/Brown Norway (BN) F1 hybrid rats (F344 X BN) were obtained from colonies maintained by Harlan Labs (Indianapolis, IN, USA) on behalf of the U.S. National Institute on Aging (NIA). F344/BN rats were used because they have a lower prevalence and a delayed onset of tumors and kidney failure in old age than do other strains (8). They also display lower prevalence and a delayed onset of tumors and kidney failure in old age than do other strains (8). They also display lower sensitivity to the metabolic changes associated with reduced energy intake.

Experimental protocol

Animals were delivered to our facility 7–10 d before the study, to allow acclimatization. The animals were housed in individual cages within the same controlled environment (12:12 h light-dark cycle, 20–22°C, 50–60% relative humidity). The rats were fed ad libitum or PF with the NIH31 chow diet [protein 18.5% and fat 4.5%, 73% carbohydrate (CHO)] as recommended by NIA. Food was delivered in ceramic bowls designed not to tip over. The animals and food bowls were weighed on alternate days throughout the study. Water was provided ad libitum.

Young and old animals were randomly assigned to receive either T3 or the vehicle as a placebo (n=20/group). We used T3, not thyroxine or T4 (i.e., the common treatment for hypothyroidism) because the latter acts more like a prohormone and needs to be deiodinated into T3 by thyroxine 5′-deiodinase to be fully active. It has been reported (10) that thyroxine 5′-deiodinase activity declines with aging. For these reasons and because our main objective was to study the adaptation to hyperthyroidism during aging without confounding elements, we used the T3 hormone.

Since T3 treatment may induce anorexia in old rats, a PF old group was included. Animals in the PF old rat group were treated with the vehicle only and received the same absolute amount of food as eaten by the old T3-treated animals. Because the PF rats tended to be larger at the beginning of the study and because thyroid hormone causes weight loss due to both anorexia and increased EE, lower food consumption was observed in the PF rats than in their age-matched T3-treated counterparts when expressed per gram of body weight.

T3 was administrated for 14 d via a subcutaneous osmotic pump (Alzet; Alza Sci Products, Palo Alto, CA, USA) surgically implanted above the shoulders, slightly posterior to the scapulae. The pump delivered a supraphysiological dose of 200 µg/d of T3. The dose used in the present study is the same as that used in our previous studies in young rats (1, 2, 11). This dose up-regulated major metabolic (mitochondrial) pathways at the tissue level and increased whole-body EE and food intake. These are well-recognized clinical sequelae observed during hyperthyroidism in humans. Vehicle-only (saline) pumps were implanted in control and PF animals for 14 d. The pumps were implanted without a catheter attachment, so the contents were delivered into the local subcutaneous space. Absorption of the compound (T3) by local capillaries resulted in systemic administration (2, 11). After surgery, the animals were kept on a warming bed for a few hours. Food intake was monitored daily after the surgical implantation of the pump. The animals had a slight reduction in food intake for 1–2 d and then resumed normal eating and physical activity when infused with saline.

On d 14, 24-h measurement of EE was performed on 10 rats from each group with a customized, single-chamber, indirect calorimeter (diameter, 30 cm; height, 20 cm; volume, 15 L) containing the food and water bowls. The calorimeter was housed in a sound- and light-proof, purpose-built room with filtered air. The light-dark cycle, temperature, and humidity mimicked the conditions the animals were housed in throughout the experiment. Spontaneous physical activity was simultaneously determined with the EE measurements by using a customized, high-precision array of 45 infrared activity beams crossing the cage. This system permits simultaneous detection of activity on 3 axes: forward and backward, side to side, and up and down.

After the EE measurements, the 10 rats/group were anesthetized by intraperitoneal injection of Na-pentobarbital (Nembutal; Lundbeck, Copenhagen, Denmark). Skeletal muscles (soleus, plantaris), liver, heart, and epididymal and perirenal adipose tissues were then quickly removed, and the hypothalamus was dissected from the brain. Samples of hind limb muscles, liver, and heart were kept on ice in saline-soaked gauze, so that mitochondrial ATP production could be studied in fresh tissue. The remaining portion of each tissue was immediately frozen in liquid nitrogen and used for other analyses. Blood samples were obtained via cardiac puncture.

The remaining 10 rats/group were euthanized by CO2 asphyxiation. After rapidly rapid shaving to remove body hair, each rat was entirely and immediately frozen in liquid nitrogen and placed in a double-sealed bag. They were sent on dry ice to the New York Obesity Research Center (St. Luke’s Roosevelt Hospital, New York, NY, USA; operated by Drs. Carol N. Boozer and Joseph R Vasselli) for the determination of body composition by chemical analysis. This determination...
was useful to determine the T3 effect on fat and fat-free mass, to allow for data normalization among groups.

**Blood analysis**

T3 was measured by a competitive chemiluminescence immunoassay with the ACS-180 automated immunoassay system (Bayer Diagnostics, Tarrytown, NY, USA).

**DNA and RNA analyses**

DNA and RNA analyses were performed as described previously (12). Briefly, DNA extraction was performed on frozen tissues with a DNA mini kit (Qiagen Inc., Valencia, CA, USA). A real-time quantitative PCR system (ABI Prism 7700; PE Biosystems, Foster City, CA, USA) was used to measure mtDNA abundance, using the mtDNA-encoded NADH dehydrogenase 1 (ND1) gene (13). The abundance of the target gene was normalized to the signal for nucleus-encoded 28S ribosomal RNA, which was coamplified in the same reaction well.

The abundance of selected mRNAs in muscle was measured with a real-time quantitative PCR system. RNA was extracted by the Trizol method (Life Technologies, Gaithersburg, MD, USA), treated with DNase (Life Technologies), and reverse-transcribed with TaqMan reverse transcription reagents (PE Biosystems). Transcripts measured included the mitochondrial components cytochrome oxidase subtype 3 (COX3), COX4, ND4, UCP2, and UCP3, a nuclear transcription factor involved in regulation of muscle oxidative genes (PGC-1α), and the slow- and fast-twitch isoforms of the contractile protein myosin heavy chain (MHCIIa, and MHCIIx). Samples were run in triplicate with coamplification of the target gene and 28S rRNA (as a housekeeping gene) and quantified by normalizing the target signal for the 28S rRNA signal.

**Mitochondrial ATP production rate and citrate synthase (CS) activity**

Mitochondria were isolated from fresh samples of skeletal muscle (soleus and plantaris), liver, and heart by using the separation procedures and buffer solutions described by Wibom et al. (14). The mitochondrial ATP production rate (MAPR) was determined by a bioluminescence technique (2). Fresh mitochondrial suspensions diluted in ATP-monitoring reagent (AMR, formula SL; BioThema AB, Dalarö, Sweden) were added to cuvettes containing AMR, substrate, and ADP. Substrates added (in a millimolar final concentration) were 10 glutamate +1 malate or 20 succinate + 0.1 rotenone, with additional blank tubes used for measuring the background. For each animal, all ATP production reactions for the 4 tissue preparations were analyzed in duplicate simultaneously. ATP production was monitored at 25°C with an automated routine in a 1251 luminometer (BioOribit Oy, Turku, Finland). The time needed to prepare the mitochondrial suspensions (~90 min) and perform the ATP production assay (35 min) was standard for all animals. The variation between duplicate measurements of ATP production from a given preparation was consistently <6%. Data were expressed as micromoles of ATP produced per minute per gram of tissue. CS activity in the mitochondrial preparation and a separate piece of frozen tissue was measured (2).

**Mitochondrial uncoupling proteins**

UCP2 and UCP3 expression in the mitochondria preparations from the soleus and plantaris muscles was measured by Western blot analysis (2, 11). Protein concentration was measured (DC Protein Assay; Bio-Rad Laboratories, Hercules, CA, USA) before samples were mixed with 4× SDS sample loading buffer (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA, USA), so that equal amounts of proteins were separated on NuPage Bis-Tris gels by electrophoresis (Invitrogen) and β-actin was used as a protein loading control for Western blot analysis. Proteins were transferred with an XCell II blot module (Invitrogen) to PVDF membranes. After the membranes were blocked in 5% nonfat milk, they were incubated overnight at 4°C with primary antibodies directed against UCP2 and UCP3 (Cell Signaling, Danvers, MA, USA). The blots were then incubated with horseradish peroxidase–conjugated secondary antibodies and the ECL-Plus detection system (GE Healthcare, Piscataway, NJ, USA). Images were captured on Biomax XAR film (Kodak Scientific, New Haven, CT, USA) and analyzed with Kodak Molecular Imaging software. Results were expressed as the ratio of the value for each rat to the combined values of all samples.

**Hypothalamic orexigenic endpoints**

To probe the potential hypothalamic origins of the blunted appetite response to T3, we dissected the hypothalamus from the rat brains. Using similar procedures Western blots and real-time quantitative PCR (with GAPDH as the reference control) were used to measure hypothalamic expression of the peptides agouti-related peptide (AgRP) and neuropeptide Y (NPY), as well as UCP2, a potential mediator of the anorexic effects of T3 (7). Because of the low Western blot detection rate of AgRP, low values (>2 sd below the mean) and an outlier (>3 sd above the mean) were excluded from this analysis; for PCR, outlier values were defined as >2 sd above the mean. β-Actin was used as the protein loading control for Western blot analysis.

**Statistical analysis**

The statistical program Statview 4.02 (Abacus Concepts, Berkeley, CA, USA) was used for all statistical analyses. Data are presented as means ± SEM. Analysis of variance (ANOVA) for repeated measures was used to determine treatment effects on body mass and food intake. Two-way ANOVA and Fisher’s post hoc test were used to detect interaction between T3 and age. Linear regression analysis was used to assess associations among selected outcomes. After 1 outlier was removed (>5 SEM below the mean for 1 young control rat), analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) was used to compare EE between groups, with T3 and age as the independent variables and fat-free mass as the covariate. P < 0.05 was considered to be statistically significant.

**RESULTS**

**Whole-body and hypothalamic responses**

Serum T3 significantly increased in both young and old T3-treated animals, compared with vehicle-treated controls and old PF rats (Table 1). After the 14-d treatment with T3, body mass decreased by 13% in the young rats, despite a 40% increase in their food intake (Table 1). The decline in body weight was almost twice as high in the old T3 group (~24%) as in the young T3 group. In contrast to the young rats, food intake was reduced in the old T3 rats by ~40% (Table 1).
Total daily EE expressed relative to fat-free body mass did not differ between the normal young and the old rats and was increased by T3 (P<0.001) in both the young (+51%) and old (+32%) animals compared with that in their age-matched controls (Table 1). In comparison, the old PF group demonstrated a 20% decline in EE compared to the old controls (P<0.05). Because the old T3-treated and PF groups were matched for energy intake, the differential changes in EE in the old rats appear to explain why T3 treatment caused greater weight loss (~25%) than dietary energy restriction only caused in the PF group (15%, P<0.05). In a pooled analysis of all the animals, serum T3 concentration correlated positively with EE (r=0.80, P<0.0001). ANCOVA revealed significant effects of both body weight and T3 on EE (P<0.05 for the model), but no significant effect of age (P=0.157). As expected, the older rats had lower spontaneous physical activity than did their younger counterparts (~30%, P<0.001 young vs. old rats in both control and T3-treated groups; Table 1). However, T3 treatment did not result in a change in physical activity in either young or old rats, suggesting that the increased EE was most likely attributable to tissue thermogenesis.

Whole-body fat reduction, assessed by chemical analyses, accounted for about half of the decline in body mass in the T3-treated young and old rats (Table 1). These observations were confirmed by the reduced weight of representative adipose pads of both age groups; epididymal fat mass was ~30% less and perirenal fat mass was ~51% less than in the controls (P<0.001). Total body protein content also tended to be lower in the T3-treated young and older groups, but the loss of lean mass was more clearly evident in hindlimb skeletal muscles. The soleus was 17–21% smaller and the plantaris 15–17% smaller in the young and older groups, but the loss of lean mass was most likely attributable to tissue thermogenesis. 

Because the old T3-treated and PF groups were matched for activity and EE, the differences in body composition were likely attributable to the difference in T3 level.

**Abundance of mitochondrial DNA and selected enzyme transcripts**

mtDNA (Fig. 2) was similarly increased by T3 in soleus muscle in both the young and old rats (+70 and +73%,
respectively; $P < 0.01$ vs. controls). In the plantaris, however, mtDNA content was unaffected by T3 in the young rats and declined in the T3-treated old ones ($P < 0.01$). mtDNA did not differ significantly in liver and heart with age, T3 treatment, or PF.

In accordance with mtDNA, transcript levels of multiple mitochondrial-regulating proteins in the soleus were increased by T3 in the young and old rats (Fig. 3), including PGC-1α (+126 and +185% in the young and old T3 rats, respectively; $P < 0.001$ vs. controls), COX3 (+77 and +143% in the young and old T3 rats, respectively; $P < 0.01$ vs. controls), COX4 (+41% and +34% in the young and old T3 rats, respectively; $P = 0.06$ vs. controls), and ND4 (+53 and +65% in the young and old T3 rats, respectively; $P < 0.01$ vs. controls). There were no other differences among groups for these same transcripts that were attributable to T3 treatment or age. Despite a marked increase in PGC-1α expression in liver tissue after T3 treatment in both age groups, the other mitochondrial gene transcripts measured were not altered by T3.

Neither the mtDNA abundance nor gene transcript levels in the PF group differed from those in old control rats, indicating that changes in old T3 rats were due to T3 administration and not to reduced food intake.

**CS enzyme activity**

An age-related decrease in CS activity in soleus and heart, but not in liver or plantaris, was observed in the control animals ($P < 0.05$; Fig. 4A). T3 treatment resulted in increased CS activity in tissues of the soleus (+52 and +85% in young and old T3 rats, respectively; $P < 0.01$ vs. controls), liver (+78 and +56% in young and old T3 rats, respectively; $P < 0.01$ vs. controls), and heart (+19 and +22% in young and old T3 rats, respectively; $P < 0.05$ vs. controls), but not in plantaris muscle. The reduced food intake in old PF rats did not affect CS activity.

**MAPR**

The ATP production capacity varied among the tissues examined and responded differently to T3 treatment (Fig. 4B, C). MAPR was lower in soleus and heart ($P < 0.01$ for both substrates used) in the old vs. the young control animals, but was not affected by age in plantaris muscle or liver. When succinate + rotenone, substrates that supply electrons to complex II of the respiratory chain (Fig. 4C), were used, T3-treated rats had greater MAPR in soleus muscle (+38 and +111% in the young and the old T3 rats, respectively; $P < 0.01$ vs. controls), liver (+52 and +72% in the young and the old T3 rats, respectively; $P < 0.01$ vs. controls), and heart (+41 and +66% in the young and the old T3 rats, respectively; $P < 0.01$ vs. controls). Similar results were observed with glutamate + malate, which generate electrons for complex I (Fig. 4B), except that MAPR was not affected by T3 in liver of the old rats (soleus: +72 and +142% in the young and Told T3 rats, respectively; $P < 0.01$ vs. controls; liver: +54 in the young T3 rats, $P < 0.05$ vs. controls; and heart: +38 and +71% in the young and the old T3 rats, respectively; $P < 0.01$ vs. controls).
UCP2 protein level in soleus was 81% greater ($P<0.001$) in T3-treated young animals than in the controls (Fig. 5). UCP2 protein expression in soleus was already increased in the old vs. the young rats and did not increase further in response to T3. In the plantaris, T3 treatment had no effect on UCP2 protein content in the young rats but resulted in a 70% lower expression in the old rats ($P<0.01$ vs. controls).

UCP3 transcript levels were 2.5- to 4.0-fold higher in T3 soleus and plantaris in both young and old rats ($P<0.01$ vs. corresponding controls) and in the heart of the old group only (+200%; $P<0.001$ vs. control old rats; Fig. 5). UCP3 protein response in muscle followed a pattern similar to that of mRNA, with a 3- to 6-fold increase in soleus and plantaris of both the young and old animals ($P<0.001$ vs. control groups). UCP3 mRNA and protein expression levels in soleus correlated positively with whole-body EE ($r=0.72$ for UCP3 mRNA; $r=0.77$ for UCP3 protein; $P<0.0001$ for both). Plantaris UCP mRNA ($r=0.60$, $P=0.0007$) and protein content ($r=0.36$, $P=0.04$) also correlated positively with EE. There were no differences in the PF group for either UCP2 or UCP3 expression in any of the tissues measured.

**MHC transcripts**

mRNA levels of MHC isoforms were measured in soleus, plantaris, and heart tissues to assess the effect of age and T3 on contractile phenotype. In control animals, the abundance of MHCII transcripts did not vary with age in any tissue, but MHCIIa transcripts were lower in soleus and plantaris of the old vs. the young rats ($P<0.001$; Fig. 6). In both the young and the old rats, MHCII mRNA content was reduced by T3 treatment ($P<0.001$ vs. controls) in plantaris and heart and in old soleus, with a trend toward reduction in young soleus. This response was attributable to T3, as MHCII was unaltered in the PF group. T3 treatment increased MHCIIa and -IIX transcripts ($P<0.001$) in the soleus of the young and the old rats. The PF group did not differ from the control group for these tissues.

**DISCUSSION**

In the current study, both young and old rats responded similarly to a T3-induced hyperthyroid state, with increased total-body EE, muscle mitochondrial biogenesis, and oxidative capacity. In contrast, T3 promoted a rapid increase in food intake in the young rats, whereas a similar magnitude of decrease in food intake occurred in the old rats. In the older rats, unlike the young, the ability to maintain energy homeostasis by increasing the hypothalamic orexigenic peptides NPY and AgRP changed with age. Despite the substantial increase in food intake, the young animals experienced weight loss; the magnitude of weight loss was nearly 3-fold higher in the old rats. Most of the weight loss was adipose tissue in both the young and the old rats, although some lean mass catabolism was evident in the old rats, as suggested by their greater decline in whole-body protein content (14.5 g), compared to
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**Figure 2.** Effect of T3 on mtDNA copy number in skeletal muscle, liver, and heart tissues. Solid bars, control; open bars, T3-treated; shaded bars, PF. $*P<0.05$ vs. control (same age); $^S P<0.05$ vs. young (same treatment); $^P P<0.05$ vs. PF.

controls). Like the other mitochondrial measurements, MAPR was not altered in the old PF group, showing that MAPR changes in the aged T3-treated rats were not associated with the decreased food intake.

**UCP2 transcript and protein levels**

UCP2 mRNA expression was greater in T3 animals of both ages in soleus (+85 to 95%; $P<0.01$ vs. controls; Fig. 5), plantaris (+57 to 68%; $P<0.05$ vs. controls), and liver (+45 to 72%; $P<0.05$ vs. controls) tissues. The
that in the old PF group (6.6 g) and the young T3 rats (8.7 g).

The present study demonstrates a clear difference between young and old rats in their ability to maintain energy homeostasis in response to an intervention that has a profound effect on EE and mitochondrial function. In the older rats, the T3-induced increase in EE was relatively less than in the young rats (32% vs. 51%, respectively), but the opposite directional changes in food intake in the young and the old animals explains the greater loss of body weight in the older group. Thus, the ability to respond to the catabolic effect of T3 with an appropriate increase in food intake was diminished in the old rats. It is unlikely that this differential feeding response to T3 was due to the relatively larger size and adiposity of the old rats. Prior studies reported that T3 does not decrease food intake in young obese rats (5, 15) and that T3 effectively increases food intake in both lean and obese young rats (15). Unlike young obese rats, old rats have a compromised ability to regain weight after food withdrawal, and central orexigenic neuropeptides are less effective in inducing appetite (16). The results from the current study demonstrated that T3 increased the hypothalamic orexigenic peptides NPY and AgRP in the young but not in the old rats. The same pattern was found for hypothalamic UCP2, a protein hypothesized to promote mitochondrial proliferation in arcuate AgRP/NPY cells, ultimately altering the excitability of these cells (7). UCP2-mediated hypothalamic mitochondrial uncoupling has

Figure 3. Effect of T3 on PGC-1α and mitochondrial transcript levels in skeletal muscle, liver, and heart tissues of young and old rats. Solid bars, control; open bars, T3-treated; shaded bars, PF. *P < 0.05 vs. control (same age); $P < 0.05 vs. old (same treatment); #P < 0.05 vs. PF.
been shown to increase in response to T3 (7). Notably, systemic (17, 18) or intracerebroventricular (19) leptin administration to old F344 X BN rats, the same strain as used in our study, failed both to suppress food intake and hypothalamic NPY mRNA expression, whereas it increased EE and UCP1 expression, as in the young rats. Together, the results support the hypothesis that the decreased ability of T3 to increase appetite in the old rats was due to compromised hypothalamic regulation of energy homeostasis. This corresponds to a similar clinical observation in older humans with apathetic thyrotoxicosis (20), a condition characterized by accelerated weight loss and anorexia when compared to younger people with hyperthyroidism (21).

The current study also showed that reduction in body weight in both age groups after T3 challenge was largely due to reduction in total body fat. It is well known that thyroid hormone promotes lipolysis (22, 23), but the present study shows that this T3-mediated effect is maintained with old age. The increased fat oxidation promoted by excess T3 is useful for sustaining the increased energy demand after T3 adminis-
In older rats, reduced energy intake in the T3-treated group was also likely to contribute to a reduction in fat depots. T3 administration also resulted in catabolism of both the soleus and the plantaris muscles (i.e., predominantly type I and type II fiber muscles, respectively) in young and old animals, as has been reported (24). This corroborates results in a series of studies that demonstrated that these hindlimb muscles are highly responsive to the thyroid status in relation to protein metabolism (25). In agreement, in the present study, the loss of whole-body protein content was greater in old T3 rats compared to that in old PF rats, demonstrating the catabolic effect of T3.

We measured whether physical activity was increased by T3, since it could contribute to the elevated total EE, as we have reported (1). However, T3-treated animals in the present study were not more physically active than the euthyroid controls, although the old control rats were less active than the young control rats. In our previous study (1), total EE in young hyperthyroid animals was 5-fold higher than in the controls, whereas, in the present study, the T3-induced increase in EE was of a much lower magnitude (+31–52%). In our prior study, we used the same dose of T3 (200 μg/d) but the animal strain in the previous study was different (Sprague-Dawley), the rats were smaller (325–350 g), and the serum T3 concentration was higher (755 ng/ml) than in the present study. Thus, the lack of a measurable T3 effect on physical activity in the present study may reflect interstrain differences or variation in the dose–effect relationship. There may also be a change in physical activity detected by the use of an exercise wheel. Of note, despite a significant increase in EE, spontaneous physical activity was not significantly altered in the young or old rats after T3 administration. These data suggest that T3 treatment increased EE by stimulating basal metabolic rate. Previous studies reported a significant increase in resting metabolic rate

**Figure 5.** Effect of T3 on UCP2 and UCP3 mRNA level and protein expression in skeletal muscle, liver, and heart tissues of young and old rats. Solid bars, control; open bars, T3-treated; shaded bars, PF. *p < 0.05 vs control (same age); #p < 0.05 vs young (same treatment); $p < 0.05 vs PF.
after T3 treatment without a change in exercise efficiency (26–28).

In the current study, T3 induced significant increases in mtDNA copy number, PGC-1α and electron transport chain (ETC) gene expression, CS activity, and ATP synthesis in the soleus in both the young and the old animals. PGC-1α is a transcriptional coactivator and a master regulator of mitochondria biogenesis in many tissues (29). Therefore, increased PGC-1α gene expression appears to be a T3 target that mediates the changes in mitochondrial activity. An unexpected result in the current study was that, unlike our previous observation (12), mtDNA copy number was not reduced in the old control vs. the young control animals. As noted, we used different rat strains in the current and previous studies and, to the best of our knowledge, the present study is the first to report values for mitochondrial DNA content in skeletal muscles of young and old F344 X BN rats. In addition, there may be differential effects of aging on mitochondrial antioxidant defense systems between rat strains. For example, the age-associated change in the activity of mitochondrial antioxidant enzymes is much greater in Wistar rats than that observed in F344 rats, especially late in life (23 mo old; ref. 30). Finally, the previous studies in which mtDNA copy number declined with age showed that this change has no major effect on mitochondrial encoded transcript levels and enzyme activities in various tissues (12).

Mitochondria play a central role in the energy-transduction pathway and are a major target of thyroid hormone action (31). There was a differential response between young and old rats and among tissues in thyroid hormone response. As previously shown (2, 32), the more oxidative soleus muscle and heart were more responsive to T3 than was the less oxidative plantaris. The current study and prior reports (33, 34) show that administration of thyroid hormone to euthyroid animals results in a coordinated increase in mitochondrial gene expression, mitochondrial biogenesis, and ATP production capacity in the type I MHC, slow-twitch, red skeletal muscle fibers that predominate in muscles like the soleus.

Thyroid hormone responsive elements (TREs) have been identified on several genes, including the MHC isoforms (35, 36). As clearly shown in the present work and in previous studies (37, 38), the expression of type I MHC in the heart and skeletal muscle is regulated by T3 at the pretranslational level. Specifically, type I MHC expression is down-regulated by T3 in young and old rats in type I and II skeletal muscles and heart. This repression has been linked to a putative negative TRE located in proximity to the TATA box of the gene (39). The current study in addition has demonstrated that T3 administration had a muscle-specific effect on MHCIIa and -IIX gene transcripts, which were significantly increased in the soleus muscle only. Hence, T3 caused a type I-to-type IIa and IIX shift in the red soleus muscle, whereas a decrease in type I MHC expression was the only effect detected in the plantaris or heart. In the same way, the magnitude and specific isoform shifts resulting from hypothyroidism vary with muscle type and age (40).

In the present investigation, the plantaris, a predominantly type II, fast-twitch skeletal muscle, exhibited no detectable mitochondrial response to excess thyroid hormone in the young rats, as we previously showed (2). The differential response to T3 between the soleus and plantaris may be regulated at the transcript level, in previous studies and, to the best of our knowledge, show that administration of thyroid hormone to euthyroid animals results in a coordinated increase in mitochondrial gene expression, mitochondrial biogenesis, and ATP production capacity in the type I MHC, slow-twitch, red skeletal muscle fibers that predominate in muscles like the soleus.

Thyroid hormone responsive elements (TREs) have been identified on several genes, including the MHC isoforms (35, 36). As clearly shown in the present work and in previous studies (37, 38), the expression of type I MHC in the heart and skeletal muscle is regulated by T3 at the pretranslational level. Specifically, type I MHC expression is down-regulated by T3 in young and old rats in type I and II skeletal muscles and heart. This repression has been linked to a putative negative TRE located in proximity to the TATA box of the gene (39). The current study in addition has demonstrated that T3 administration had a muscle-specific effect on MHCIIa and -IIX gene transcripts, which were significantly increased in the soleus muscle only. Hence, T3 caused a type I-to-type IIa and IIX shift in the red soleus muscle, whereas a decrease in type I MHC expression was the only effect detected in the plantaris or heart. In the same way, the magnitude and specific isoform shifts resulting from hypothyroidism vary with muscle type and age (40).

In the present investigation, the plantaris, a predominantly type II, fast-twitch skeletal muscle, exhibited no detectable mitochondrial response to excess thyroid hormone in the young rats, as we previously showed (2). The differential response to T3 between the soleus and plantaris may be regulated at the transcript level, in light of the results for PGC-1α and other mitochondrial mRNA levels in these 2 muscles. Despite the age-related switch in muscle fiber type (i.e., type II to type I), the
mitochondrial responses to T3 in the soleus and plantaris muscles were similar in the young and old rats, except for the mtDNA copy number in the plantaris muscle, which was reduced by T3 in the old rats. Because the mtDNA copy number was lower in the plantaris of T3-treated old rats than in their young counterparts but mitochondrial mRNA transcript levels were maintained in this tissue, there appears to be either higher transcriptional activity or enhanced mRNA stability in old plantaris after T3 treatment. The current study demonstrated that T3 increased mitochondrial ATP production in soleus similarly in the young and the old rats, as a consequence of elevated mitochondrial gene expression. An unexpected finding was that, although T3 increased mitochondrial ATP production in heart similarly in the young and the old rats, the abundance of mitochondrial DNA abundance and mitochondrial mRNA transcripts did not change in this tissue. This finding may be the result of non-genomic and nonnuclear receptor responses, since it has been reported that T3 can regulate specific cellular processes in heart tissue through direct binding to membranes or enzymes (41–44). In those studies, there was direct T3-mediated reduction of ADP concentration in the heart, mediated at least in part by the adenine nucleotide translocator (ANT), which facilitates the ADP/ATP exchange across the mitochondrial membrane.

We found that T3 induced discordant effects on ATP production measured with different substrates in liver of the old rats, with no change in ATP production when glutamate/malate was used, but an increased rate of ATP production with succinate/rotenone. This finding suggests that T3 may have distinct effects on each complex of the ETC in older animals, since glutamate/malate supplies electrons primarily to complex I, whereas succinate/rotenone supplies electrons to complex II. Although T3 stimulated mitochondrial biogenesis and ATP production in liver, the expression of selected ETC genes was not changed regardless of age. This may be attributable to T3’s having a selective regulatory effect on the content or on the function (i.e., allosteric enhancement; refs. 45, 46) of proteins of the oxidative pathway according to the tissue. In contrast to UCP2, which is ubiquitously expressed (47), UCP3 is expressed primarily in striated muscle, such as skeletal muscle and heart. According to previous studies (48), there are at least 3 independent molecular actions reported for these 2 UCPs: 1) establishing a proton leak through the inner mitochondrial membrane, 2) enabling free fatty acids from the matrix to pass into the intermembrane space, and 3) contributing to Ca2+ transport across the mitochondrial membrane. Age-related increases in UCP2 and UCP3 expression in soleus muscle and liver were detected in the present study in the old rats relative to expression in the young animals. There is growing evidence that, by increasing proton leak, UCP2 and UCP3 serve to attenuate mitochondrial production of reactive oxygen species (ROS). Ablation of UCP2 and UCP3 genes in animals results in increased ROS generation in tissues such as liver (49) and skeletal muscle (50). Increased presence of UCPs in these tissues could therefore be a mechanism that attenuates ROS generation with advancing age. UCP3, because of its putative uncoupling property by proton translocation, may play a key role in the thyroid hormone–mediated increase in EE, by reducing metabolic efficiency (i.e., the uncoupling of oxidative phosphorylation). Our data suggest that advancing age modulates the ability of T3 to activate UCP3 expression in muscle cells and, therefore, the potential increase in EE by this mechanism. The age-related decline in mitochondrial function and the associated increase in ROS production in response to T3 may explain this observation.

In the current findings, hyperthyroidism affected energy metabolism in a tissue-specific manner, which may be related to both the mitochondrial content and activity of each tissue and the tissue-specific sensitivity to T3. Reduced mitochondrial adaptation to hyperthyroidism is a major age-related alteration in skeletal muscle and liver, whereas the action of T3 in heart seems to be maintained in aged rats. An important finding of the current study is the discordant effect of T3 on food intake in the young and the old animals that explains greater weight loss in the hyperthyroid state in the older rats. The results support the hypothesis that hypothalamic appetite regulation by T3 is altered with age and thus the homeostatic mechanism to maintain energy balance is altered in old age.
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